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Abstract
The collaborative filtering method is widely used in the traditional recommendation system. The collaborative filtering 
method based on matrix factorization treats the user’s preference for the item as a linear combination of the user and the item 
latent vectors, and cannot learn a deeper feature representation. In addition, the cold start and data sparsity remain major 
problems for collaborative filtering. To tackle these problems, some scholars have proposed to use deep neural network to 
extract text information, but did not consider the impact of long-distance dependent information and key information on 
their models. In this paper, we propose a neural collaborative filtering recommender method that integrates user and item 
auxiliary information. This method fully integrates user-item rating information, user assistance information and item text 
assistance information for feature extraction. First, Stacked Denoising Auto Encoder is used to extract user features, and Gated 
Recurrent Unit with auxiliary information is used to extract items’ latent vectors, respectively. The attention mechanism is 
used to learn key information when extracting text features. Second, the latent vectors learned by deep learning techniques 
are used in multi-layer nonlinear networks to learn more abstract and deeper feature representations to predict user prefer-
ences. According to the verification results on the MovieLens data set, the proposed model outperforms other traditional 
approaches and deep learning models making it state of the art.

Keywords Stacked denoising autoencoder · Gated recurrent unit · Attention mechanism · Collaborative filtering · Auxiliary 
information

Introduction

Nowadays, it is difficult to obtain useful information when 
the information available to users is exploding. To solve 
the problem of information overload, a good recommen-
dation algorithm is very important. The recommendation 
system implements personalized services by mining users’ 
historical behavior, text information, etc. for modeling. Tra-
ditional recommendation methods are mainly divided into 
three types: one is the recommendation method based on 
collaborative filtering (CF) [1, 2], and it can be divided into 
neighborhood-based CF [3] and model-based CF [4]. The 

second is content-based recommendation method [5]. The 
third is the hybrid recommendation method [6]. Matrix fac-
torization (MF) [7] is widely used in traditional collaborative 
filtering recommendation method. The idea of MF is to pro-
ject the latent feature vectors of users and items into a shared 
latent space, and use the form of inner product to represent 
the user’s interaction with the items, and to complete the 
scoring matrix. Mnih et al. [8] proposed a probability matrix 
factorization (PMF) to improve the recommendation perfor-
mance. Although MF shows better results to a certain extent, 
there are still historical problems: data sparseness and cold 
start. Some researchers [9] are committed to integrating 
user and item auxiliary information in CF to generate more 
effective features, but this also has limitations and cannot 
extract deep-level latent features. Therefore, deep learning 
has received extensive attention from researchers.

In recent years, many scholars have proposed advanced 
algorithms to solve complex problems, including intelligent 
calculation methods [10] and deep learning algorithms. The 
combination of traditional recommendation algorithms and 
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deep learning has been well received by researchers and 
has also received good results. Zhang et al. [11] introduced 
the research status of combining deep learning with tradi-
tional recommendation systems. He et al. [12] proposed the 
neural collaborative filtering (NCF). This model uses deep 
nonlinear structures instead of the inner product of tradi-
tional feature vectors to learn the latent vectors of users 
and items, but only considers the score data of users and 
items, and does not take into account the use of auxiliary 
information. Wang et al. [13] proposed a collaborative deep 
learning (CDL) method, which combines deep learning and 
CF for the ratings. Since deep learning has strong feature 
extraction capabilities, some researchers are beginning 
to use the combination of auxiliary information and deep 
learning to generate effective feature representations. For 
example, Dong et al. [14] applied additional Stacked Denois-
ing Autoencoder (aSDAE) to extract users’ auxiliary infor-
mation. And it is good at extracting latent vectors without 
text information. Kim et al. [15] used convolutional matrix 
factorization (ConvMF) to extract items’ feature. Pal et al. 
[16] applied long–short-term memory (LSTM) for text fea-
ture extraction, which was used to focus on the entire text 
information. Bansal et al. [17] used Gated Recurrent Unit 
(GRU) model to extract the latent features of the item text 
to improve the performance of collaborative filtering, which 
also has a significant effect on the cold start problem. With 
further deep learning research, an important breakthrough 
is to introduce the attention mechanism into deep learning, 
thereby emphasizing local key information. Yin et al. [18, 
19] used the attention mechanism in the recommendation 
system to learn the user’s recent interests from the user’s 
short-term interaction records. Guo et al. [20] used the atten-
tion machine to make feature extraction for users and items. 
Liu et al. [21] combined aSDAE and convolutional neural 
networks (CNN) for feature extraction, and showed good 
results, but at the same time, ignored the establishment of 
long-term dependencies and the role of key information.

The above models all obtain in-depth expressions of users 
and items through deep learning, but these models are only 
based on the idea of matrix factorization. Although Yu et al. 
[22] proposed a deep hybrid recommendation system based 
on Auto-encoder (DHA-RS), which performed nonlinear 
interactive learning after modeling users and items, they 
did not consider establishing long-term dependencies and 
the role of focusing on key information. Based on exist-
ing research, this paper proposes an effective recommenda-
tion model (GRU_Attention Neural collaborative filtering, 
GANCF), which mainly combines aSDAE model, auxiliary 
information, GRU and a multi-layer deep neural network 
to build a hybrid recommendation model. The core idea of 
GANCF: first, aSDAE model combined with scoring data 
and the user’s auxiliary information are used to model the 
user’s latent vector. Second, GRU uses the item’s auxiliary 

information to model the latent vector of the item, which 
uses the attention mechanism to learning the weight infor-
mation of the key words of the text. Finally, the latent vec-
tors of the user and the item are used as the input of the 
deep neural network to perform multi-level feature learning 
to obtain the hidden features between the user and the item. 
The deep feature representation is used to optimize feature 
vectors to improve recommendation efficiency. Experimen-
tal results on the two datasets of Movielens show that the 
recommended performance of this model is better than the 
traditional recommended performance.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as 
follows:

• We use attention mechanism to enhance the feature 
extractive ability of GRU. Attention mechanism learns 
the weights of words from context feature and selects 
informative words according to the weights of these 
words before words are fed into the next layer. By com-
bining GRU with item auxiliary information, we propose 
the GANCF model, which can take into account the order 
and context of words simultaneously so that it can effec-
tively extract the features of the documents and these 
features can be used for rating prediction as well.

• We use the user’s and item’s auxiliary information to 
alleviate data sparsity and cold start problems, and use 
multi-layer neural networks to learn user and item inter-
action information, and also learn deeper nonlinear inter-
action features.

• The structure of this paper is as follows: The first sec-
tion is the introduction to the recommendation system. 
The second section introduces the related works of this 
article. The third section introduces the model GANCF 
in this paper. The fourth section introduces the experi-
mental preparation, such as data set and evaluation met-
ric, etc. The fifth section is the experimental results and 
analysis. The sixth section is a summary.

Related works

Related works about matrix factorization, attention mecha-
nism, neural collaborative filtering and gated recurrent unit 
are introduced briefly in this section.

Problem definition

This paper takes explicit feedback as training and testing 
data to complete the recommendation task. We have n users, 
m items, and an extremely sparse rating matrix R ∈ Rn×m. 
Each entry Rui of R corresponds to user u’s rating on item 
i. Likewise, the auxiliary information matrix of users and 
items are denoted by X and Y, respectively. Let pu, qi ∈ R be 
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user u’s latent factor vector and item i’s latent factor, respec-
tively, where k is the dimensionality of the latent space. 
Therefore, the corresponding matrix forms of latent factors 
for users and items are P = p[1: n] and Q = q[1:m], respectively. 
Given the sparse rating matrix R and the side information 
matrix X as well as Y, our goal is to learn effective users’ 
latent factors P and items’ latent factors Q, and then to pre-
dict the missing ratings in R.

Matrix factorization

The most widely used method in the recommendation system 
is collaborative filtering, which can be divided into memory-
based collaborative filtering and model-based collaborative 
filtering. Model-based collaborative filtering has attracted 
more attention from researchers. Matrix factorization has 
been widely used in personalized recommendation systems. 
Li et al. [23] proposed Bayesian probability matrix factori-
zation, and Cheng et al. [24] proposed non-negative matrix 
factorization. These are all matrix factorization models.

The core idea of MF is to decompose a sparse scoring 
matrix into two-dimensional low-rank matrices, one repre-
senting the latent vector of user features Pn×k and the other 
representing the latent vector of item features Qk×m , and then 
projecting into a common hidden factor space to fill the scor-
ing matrix. Suppose that the user’s rating matrix for items is 
Rn×m , including n users and m items.

The objective function of matrix factorization is defined 
as:

in which R is the real score, L is loss function that is used to 
evaluate the difference between the true score and the exper-
imental predicted score. In addition, ||P||F and ||Q||F denote 
the Frobenius norm of the matrix, and λ is regularization 
parameters that is usually set to alleviate model overfitting.

Neural collaborative filtering

NCF [11] proved that MF has certain limitations. Using 
simple fixed inner products in low-dimensional spaces to 
estimate complex user interactions with items can cause cer-
tain problems. MF only uses information in two dimensions, 
userId and itemId, and it is difficult to integrate more useful 
features during the learning process, such as user preferences 
and item feature information. And MF can only perform 
simple linear inner products, and cannot perform complex 
nonlinear interactions. Therefore, consider using a deep neu-
ral network in the recommendation system, that is, using 
a multi-layer perceptron to learn the nonlinear interaction 

(1)argmin
P,Q

L
�
R,PQT

�
+ �

�
‖P‖2

F
+ ‖Q‖2

F

�
,

expression between the user and the item, so as to solve the 
restrictive problem of matrix factorization.

Set user set U and item set V. Above the input layer is an 
embedding layer, which projects the sparse representations 
of users and items onto a dense fully connected layer to 
serve as the user’s latent vector P = {p1, p2,…,pn} and the 
item’s latent vector Q = {q1, q2,…, qm}, respectively. Then, 
connecting P and Q in a specific way as the input of multiple 
hidden layers to learn the potential representation of user-
item interaction. Finally, the hidden vector is mapped to the 
prediction score. Both MF and multi-layer perceptron can 
be interpreted using the NCF model. When the learned user 
and item features are internally produced, the MF model can 
be obtained. The model is shown in Fig. 1.

The latent vector of user u is Pu, the latent vector of item 
i is qi, and the first-layer network mapping function is as 
follows:

where Δ denotes the connection mode of Pu and qi, or the 
two are correspondingly multiplied, or the two are directly 
connected.

If Δ denotes correspondingly multiplied, the network 
mapped to the output layer after learning is as follows:

in which ŷui denotes the element-wise product of vectors,ŷui 
denotes prediction score, hT and �out denote the weights 
the weight and activation function of the output layer, 
respectively.

if Δ denotes directly connected, the network mapped to 
the output layer after learning is as follows:

(2)Φ1

(
pu, qi

)
= puΔqi,

(3)ŷui = 𝛼out
(
hT
(
pu, qi

))
,

Fig. 1  NCF model
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in which Θf  denotes the model parameter of the interac-
tion function f, �out denotes the mapping function of the 
model output layer, and �X denotes the mapping function of 
the Xth hidden layer.

Gated recurrent unit

GRU can better capture the dependence of large time dis-
tance in time series. As a variant of LSTM, GRU combines 
the forget gate and the input gate into a single update gate. 
The cell state and the hidden state are also mixed, and other 
changes are added. The final model is simpler than the stand-
ard LSTM model. In the GRU network, there is no division 
of the internal state and the external state in the LSTM net-
work, but directly by adding a linear dependency between 
the current network state ht and the previous state of the 
network state ht−1. The purpose is to solve the problem of 
gradient disappearance and gradient explosion.

1. Update gate It is used to control the degree to which 
the historical state information ht−1 at the previous moment 
and current input state xt are brought into the current state 
ht. The calculation process of the update gate is as follows:

in which xt is the input state at time t , and Uz, Wz denote the 
weight of update gate, bz denotes the bias of update gate. � 
is sigmoid function and the output is between [0,1].

(2) Reset gate decide whether the candidate state h̃t at 
the current moment depends on the network state ht−1 at the 

(4)ŷui = f
(
PTUu,Q

TVi|P,Q,Θf

)

(5)f
(
PTUu,Q

TVi

)
= �out

(
�X

(
…�2

(
�1

(
PTUu,Q

TVi

))))

(6)zt = �
(
Wzxt + Uzht−1 + bz

)
,

previous moment and how much it depends on. The calcula-
tion process of the reset gate is as follows:

in which Ur, Wr denote the weight of reset gate, br denotes 
the bias of reset gate.

The output zt of the update gate is linearly multiplied with 
the historical state topic ht−1 and the candidate state h̃t to 
jointly determine the output ht of the GRU. The calculation 
process is as follows:

in which * denotes multiplication by element.
GRU can not only realize the function of LSTM, but also 

has a more brief network structure and fewer parameters.

GANCF model

The structure of the GANCF model is shown in Fig. 2. The 
model consists of three parts: the left part is the latent fea-
ture matrix of the auxiliary information of the attention-
GRU modeling item Q. The right part is the additional 
SDAE model based on the user auxiliary information to 
model the user’s latent feature matrix P. The middle part 
uses the latent features of user and item as the input of the 
multi-layer neural collaborative filtering model to learn the 
nonlinear interaction characteristics of user and item, and 
finally makes the score prediction. X and Y denote user and 
item auxiliary information, respectively. R is user-item rating 
matrix, S is user rating information, and W+ and W denote 

(7)rt = �
(
Wrxt + Urht−1 + br

)
,

(8)h̃t = tanh
(
W ⋅

[
rt ∗ ht−1

]
, xt

)

(9)ht = zt ∗ ht−1 +
(
1 − zt

)
∗ h̃t,

Fig. 2  GANCF model
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weight parameters of aSDAE and GRU-Attention, respec-
tively. K is the latent vector dimension.

The overall flow diagram of the GANCF model is shown 
in Fig. 3.

User feature extraction

This paper uses the method of the literature [13] for user 
feature extraction and integrates auxiliary information into 
user input to generate latent vectors P for users. There are n 
users, m items, user rating sample set S = {s1,s2,…,sn}, user 
auxiliary information set X =

{
x1, x2,… , xn

}
 , S̃ and X̃ are 

the noise-added damaged versions of the original input S 
and X, respectively. Given a user-item scoring matrix R , the 
user-item rating matrix R is transformed into a m-sample 
rating set. The structure is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3  Overall framework

Fig. 4  aSDAE model
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For each hidden layer l ∈ {1,2,…,L−1} of the aSDAE 
model, the hidden layer l is represented as hl:

The output of layer L is expressed as:

The output of the L/2 layer is the user’s latent vector, 
and the latent vector output by each user u is:

in which W and V are the weight parameters of each layer, b 
is the bias of each layer. g() and f() are nonlinear activation 

(10)hl = g
(
Wlhl−1 + Vlx̃ + bl

)

h0=s̃

(11)Ŝ = f
(
WLhL + bŝ

)

(12)X̂ = f
(
VLhL + bX̂

)
,

(13)pu = asdae
(
(W,V), (Xu, Su)

)
,

function. User auxiliary information includes user age, 
gender, position, etc. The attribute values of user auxiliary 
information are spliced into a vector by one-hot encoder. To 
learn the weight and bias parameters, each layer uses the 
back propagation algorithm.

Item feature extraction

The attention gated recurrent unit (GRU-Attention) obtains 
latent vectors from the item’s document auxiliary informa-
tion. Among them, the attention layer is introduced after 
the GRU extracts the text features, and each word vector 
is assigned a corresponding probability weight to further 
extract the text features. The framework of GRU-Attention 
is shown in Fig. 5.

Input layer The original document is converted into word 
vectors through the glove model and used as the input for the 
next layer. The text information d of l sentences composed of 

Fig. 5  GRU-Attention model
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n words, that is, d = {s1, s2,… , sl} , where the i-th sentence 
is expressed as si = {xi1, xi2,… , xin}.

GRU layer: GRU is used to learn when and to what extent 
to update the hidden state. The output word vector of the 
previous layer is used as the input sequence of the GRU. 
The update gate is used to control how much historical state 
ht−1 is to be kept in the output state ht at the current moment. 
The reset gate determines whether the candidate state h̃t at 
the current moment depends on the network state ht−1 at the 
previous moment and how much it depends on. The output 
of the update gate is multiplied with the historical state ht−1 
and the candidate state h̃t at time t to determine the GRU 
output ht. The calculation process of GRU is as follows:

in which * denotes multiplication by element. The GRU unit 
updates the current state through the state at the previous 
moment and the new candidate state.

Attention layer The output of the GRU is used as an 
input to extract the feature information of important 
words, and it creates a context vector for each word, and 
then performs a weighted summation of the context vector 
and the word feature vector, which can be expressed as:

in which Ww denotes a weight coefficient, bw denotes bias, uw 
denotes a randomly initialized attention mechanism matrix, 
and si denotes a feature vector.

The entire attention GRU network structure accepts the 
original document of the item as input and outputs the 
latent vector of each item, which is defined as follows:

in which W denotes the weight and bias vector, Yj and qj 
represent the original document and latent vector of the item, 
respectively.

Parameter learning

aSDAE is used when extracting user latent vectors. First, 
we combine the user’s auxiliary information X and the user 
rating matrix R as the original input, and then perform 

(14)

zt = 𝜎
(
Wzxt + Uzht−1 + bz

)

rt = 𝜎
(
Wrxt + Urht−1 + br

)

h̃t = tanh
(
W ⋅ [rt ∗ ht−1], xt

)

ht = zt ∗ ht−1 +
(
1 − zt

)
∗ h̃t,

(15)

uit = tanh
�
Wwhit + bw

�

ait =
exp

�
uT
it
uw

�

∑
i

exp
�
uT
it
uw

�

si =
�

i
aithit,

(16)qj = agru
(
W, Yj

)
,

noise reduction to form the corresponding damaged ver-
sion, which is converted into a low-dimensional user latent 
feature vector matrix P through the encoding process, that 
is, the middle layer is for the user’s latent feature vector 
matrix. The original data is reconstructed by decoding. 
For n users and m items, the scoring matrix R is trans-
formed into a set of m samples of Su = {su

1
,su
2
,…,su

m
 }, where 

su
i
={Ri1,Ri2,…,Rin} is the n-dimensional vector of user i 

on all items.
By minimizing reconstruction errors, the optimization 

goal is as follows:

in which f = ‖‖Wl
‖‖
2

F
+ ‖‖Vl

‖‖
2

F
 , ŝu

i
 and x̂u

i
 are the output of su

i
 

and xu
i
 on the model, respectively. Wl and Vl are weights, � 

is a regularization parameter, and � is a trade-off parameter.
Second, GRU extracts the item latent feature matrix Q, 

adds an attention layer after the GRU layer to learn key 
weight information, and then uses dropout to prevent the 
hidden layer unit from adapting, and at the same time, 
it gives certain restrictions on the weight parameters to 
reduce the overfitting. The stochastic gradient descent is 
used to update the weights for each sample. The objective 
function is as follows:

In which Yj is the input of item j.
Third, the user’s latent feature matrix P and the item’s 

latent feature matrix Q are connected as the input of the 
deep neural network, and then multi-level nonlinear inter-
action is performed, and finally the prediction score is out-
put. The calculation process of the multi-layer network 
structure is shown in formula (19).

(17)

Lu = min 𝛼
∑

i

(
su
i
− ŝu

i

)2
+ (1 − 𝛼)

∑

i

(
xu
i
− x̂u

i

)2
+ 𝜆(f ),

(18)Li =
∑

j

(
Yj − agru

(
Wg, Yj

))2
+ �

‖‖‖Wg
‖‖‖
2

F
,

(19)

x1 = 𝜙1

(
pu, qi

)
=

[
pu

qi

]

𝜙1

(
x2
)
= 𝜎2

(
WT

2
x1 + b2

)

…

𝜙L

(
xL−1

)
= 𝜎L

(
WT

L
xL−1 + bL

)

R̂ui = 𝜎out
(
hT𝜙L

(
xL−1

))
,

Table 1  MovieLens statistics

Dataset Number of users Number of items Sparsity (%)

ML-100 K 943 1682 93.76
ML-1 M 6040 3706 95.53
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in which Pu denotes the latent vector of user u, qi denotes 
the latent vector of item i, Rui is the real score, � is the regu-
larization parameter, � and W  are the activation functions 
and weights of the hidden layer, respectively. �out and h are 
the activation functions and weights of the output layer, 
respectively.

Finally, the user latent feature matrix and the item latent 
feature matrix are used as the input of the deep neural 
network, and then multi-level nonlinear interaction is per-
formed, and then the prediction score is output. The objec-
tive function is as follow:

In which the latent vector of user u is pu , the latent vector 
of item i is qi , Rui is the real score, and � is the regulariza-
tion parameter.

The loss function of the model consists of three parts: 
reconstruction error of user feature extraction, item mod-
eling error and model prediction error. The optimization 
objective function of the model is as follows:

in which � and � are the trade-off parameters of the objec-
tive function. For the optimization of the objective function, 
back propagation is used to train the parameters of the neural 
network.

Experiment setup

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our GANCF 
model with two real-word datasets from different domains 
and compare our GANCF model with three state-of-the-art 
algorithms.

We use Python language for experiments, and use Python 
libraries such as pandas for data preprocessing, and apply 
Tensorflow (GPU) as the framework for deep learning. 
In Windows 10 64-bit operating system, Pycharm 2017, 
Inter(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 k CPU @3.70 GHz, 16 GB 
memory, and python 3.5, Comparative experiment analysis 
is performed.

(20)
Lc = argminLR

�
R,PQT

�
+ �

�
‖P‖2

F
+ ‖Q‖2

F

�

LR
�
R,PQT

�
=
�

u,i

�
Rui − puq

T
i

�2

(21)L = Lc + �Lu + �Li,

Datasets

Movielens public data sets are widely used in movie recom-
mendation systems. In this paper, MovieLens-100 k (ML-
100 k) and MovieLens-1 M (ML-1 m) with auxiliary infor-
mation are selected as experimental data sets, with a score 
range of 1–5 points. ML-100 k includes more than 100,000 
pieces of rating data on 1682 items from 943 users. ML-1 m 
includes more than 1 million pieces of rating data for 3706 
items by 6040 users, where the movie data rated by each 
user is greater than 20. User auxiliary information includes 
attributes such as age, occupation, and gender, which are 
converted into binary information. Item auxiliary informa-
tion includes information such as movie description and 
movie genre. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the characteristics 
of the MovieLens datasets we used in the experiment. Use 
glove to convert its text information into word vectors. We 
split each dataset into the training set, validation set and test 
set at the ratio of 8:1:1, and each user (or item) in training 
set is ensured to have one rating at least.

Evaluation metric

Dacoudi [25] pointed out that there are three types of com-
monly used evaluation indicators in the recommendation 
system. Among them, to quantitatively evaluate our GANCF 
model, the recall rate (recall) is used to measure top-n rec-
ommendations, and the root mean square error (RMSE) is 
used as the evaluation index of algorithm accuracy [26], 
which is defined as:

in which U denotes a set of users, N denotes the number 
of top N items recommended to users, R(u) denotes a list 
of items recommended to user u, and T(u) denotes a list of 
items watched by users.

The root-mean-squared error on test dataset is given by:

in which T is the total number of ratings in the test set, Rij is 
the real rating of user i in the test set for item j, and R̂ij is the 
experimentally predicted rating.

Implementation details

In the experiment, the maximum interaction value is set to 
200, learning rate is set to 0.001. In the aSDAE part, the 
noise rate is set to 0.4, the number of hidden layers is 3, the 
activation function is the Sigmoid function, and the batch 

(22)recall@N =

∑
u∈U �R(u) ∩ T(u)�@N

∑
u∈U �T(u)�

,

(23)RMSE =

�∑
i,j∈T

�
Rij − R̂ij

�2

T
,

Table 2  User and item attributes

Dataset User auxiliary information Item auxiliary information

ML-100 K Tags Genre/description
ML-1 M Gender/age/occupation Genre/description
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size is 256; in the attention GRU part sets the embedding 
dimension of each word to 200, the maximum length of the 
project document is 300, the dropout is 0.2, the batch size 
is 256, and the activation function uses Relu; in the neural 
collaborative filtering interaction part, the latent vector of 
the user and the latent vector of the item are combined as 
the embedded layer of the network. We defined the latent 
vector dimension as the number of neurons in the last neural 
collaborative filtering layer of neural collaborative filtering, 
a three-layer hidden layer structure is used to analyze the 
number of different potential factors [8, 16, 32, 64]. If the 
number of potential factors is 16, the network structure is 
64- > 32- > 16.

Baselines

To verify the performance of the proposed GANCF model, 
the comparison model is as follows:

1. NCF model [11] After extracting the features of users 
and items, it is integrated into a multi-layer perceptron 
for nonlinear interactive learning.

2. PHD model [19] PHD is a hybrid model, which uses 
aSDAE and CNN models to extract user and item fea-
tures, respectively.

3. DHA-RS model [20] The model uses two SDAE to fuse 
auxiliary information to model users and items, and then 
the modeled features are fused into a neural collabora-
tive filtering model for scoring prediction.

4. ANCF model [19] The model is based on the NCF model 
and then uses attention to further extract feature infor-
mation.

5. aSDAE model [13] The model uses two stacked denois-
ing autoencoders to extract user and item features, but 
does not consider the auxiliary information of the item.

6. GANCF-a model The model uses two aSDAE based on 
GANCF to extract user and item features.

7. GANCF model GANCF is the model proposed in this 
paper. This model uses GRU to extract project features, 
attention to extract key text information, and a multi-
layer neural network to learn nonlinear interactive fea-
tures.

Fig. 6  MovieLens-recall@N

Fig. 7  The effect of the number of iterations
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Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of GANCF 
model on two datasets and analyze the experimental results.

1. Discuss the performance of different N values in evalu-
ating the standard recall. Experiment on two different data 
sets with different sparsity and different algorithms in the 
same environment.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the change trend of the 
evaluation indicator recall on both data sets is the same, and 
the recall value of several algorithms gradually increases 
with the increase of the N value. It is found that the evalua-
tion index value of the NCF model is the smallest, because 
the NCF model does not consider the influence of auxiliary 
information on the recommendation performance, which 
makes the recommendation result poor. The other three 
models that use auxiliary information are significantly better 
than the NCF model, which shows the importance of inte-
grating auxiliary information in the recommendation system. 
And the GANCF model is obviously superior to the other 
three algorithms on the two data sets, which shows that the 
model proposed in this paper improves the recommendation 
performance to a certain extent. It can also be clearly seen 
that the algorithm performs better on dense data sets than on 
sparse data sets. The similarity between the GANCF model 
and the ANCF model is that both use deep neural networks 
to learn complex non-linear interactive information and use 
attention mechanisms to obtain key feature information. The 
difference between the two is that the ANCF model does 
not take the auxiliary information into consideration, and 
the GANCF model integrates multiple deep learning models 
to make up for the shortcomings of the single model and 
enhance the feature extraction ability of the GANCF model. 
Therefore, it can be seen from the experimental results that 
the GANCF model is better than the ANCF model. At the 
same time, the GANCF proposed in this paper is better than 
other algorithms on sparse data sets, which solves the prob-
lem of data sparseness to a certain extent.

2. Discuss the changes of the RMSE values of several 
model methods under the number of iterations. The experi-
ment was conducted on the ML-1 M data set, and the results 
are shown below.

Figure 7 shows the performance of the RMSE of the 
GANCF model, NCF, aSDAE, DHA-RS, ANCF, GANCF-
a and PHD model under the ML-1 m data set under different 
iterations. First, it can be seen from Fig. 7 that the overall 
trend of the four models is that the RMSE value gradually 
decreases with the increase of the number of iterations, and 
finally has a stable trend. But it can also be seen that too 
many iterations will increase the value of RMSE. This is 
because too many iterations will cause the model overfit-
ting and reduce the recommended performance. Second, it is 
found that recommendation algorithms fused with auxiliary 
information, such as GANCF, DHA-RS, PHD, aSDAE and 
GANCF-a, has better performance than the NCF model of 
the recommendation algorithm without auxiliary informa-
tion, indicating that adding certain auxiliary information can 
improve the recommendation performance of the model. At 
the same time, the GANCF results proposed in the text are 
superior to the PHD model, which shows that after incorpo-
rating the auxiliary information, multi-level deep interaction 
is performed, and learning deep-level nonlinear informa-
tion can make the recommendation result better. GANCF’s 
RMSE is superior to the DHA-RS model, indicating that 
selecting effective deep learning techniques to extract feature 
information is conducive to improving recommendation per-
formance. That is, GRU and attention can learn long-term 
dependencies and learning on the basis of making up for 
the shortcomings of CNN feature extraction Feature weight 
information to important words. Finally, the GANCF model 
proposed in this paper can achieve very good experimental 
results in the case of fewer iterations, the model converges 
faster, and can have better operating efficiency.

Table 3 shows the average RMSE in ten iterations.
As shown in Table 3, compared with the aSDAE model, 

the performance of PHD model is increased by 0.43%, 

Table 3  RMSE Model RMSE

NCF 0.87735
ANCF 0.85447
aSDAE 0.86283
PHD 0.85914
DHA-RS 0.85075
GANCF-a 0.84862
GANCF 0.84471

Fig. 8  The influence of latent factors on the GANCF model
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indicating that proper integration of different models will 
improve the overall model performance. Compared with the 
GANCF-a model, the performance of DHA-RS model is 
reduced by 0.25%. The reason is that the GANCF-a model 
uses attention to obtain key feature information, realizes 
different attention to text information, and improves the 
performance of the model. Compared with the GANCF-a 
and ANCF models, the performance of GANCF model is 
increased by 0.46% and 1.16%, respectively. The former 
is mainly because the GANCF model integrates different 
deep learning technologies, while GANCF-a uses SDAE to 
extract features, which shows that the fusion of different 
models will produce different effects on the overall models. 
The latter is mainly because the ANCF model does not con-
sider the influence of auxiliary information on the model. It 
can be seen that the GANCF model in this paper is better 
than other models, which also shows the effectiveness of our 
model in this paper.

3. Discuss the influence of the number of different latent 
factors on the model proposed in this paper under the condi-
tion of the number of iterations.

The experiment was conducted under the ML-1 m data 
set. To set an appropriate number of latent factors, a com-
parative experiment was conducted on the number of latent 
factors [8, 16, 32, 64]. The � value is 1, the � value is 500, 
and the batch size is 256, and a three-layer hidden layer 
structure is used. The experimental results are shown in 
Fig. 8. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the recommendation 
accuracy of the model can achieve better results when the 

number of latent factors is 64, which shows that an appropri-
ate increase in the number of latent factors can improve the 
recommendation performance. It can be seen that increasing 
the number of latent factors can improve the accuracy of the 
model, but if it exceeds a certain number, it will reduce the 
recommendation effect.

4. Discuss the influence of the trade-off parameters � and 
� on the RMSE of the GANCF model. Experiments are 
conducted under the data set ML-1 m. The parameter setting 
results are shown in Table 4. The experimental results are 
shown in Fig. 9.

To verify the influence of parameter values on the 
GANCF model, the latent factor is set to 64 and the batch 
size is 256. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9. 
On one hand, on the whole, the influence of different param-
eter values within a certain range on the model is not great, 
so the model has certain robustness. On the other hand, it 
can be seen from the figure that as the number of iterations 
increases, the value of RMSE gradually stabilizes. From 
a horizontal point of view, when the value of � is small 
and the value of � gradually increases, the value of RMSE 
decreases, and the error decreases. From a longitudinal point 
of view, when the � value increases, the model convergence 
speed is slow, and the model can achieve good results after 
6–8 iterations. Therefore, the value of � is appropriately 
reduced, and the value of � is increased, and this shows that 
appropriately increasing the weight of the feature vectors 
extracted by the GRU can improve the performance of the 
model.

Conclusions

In the information age, deep learning is widely used in 
many fields by many researchers. Compared with the tra-
ditional recommendation, the recommendation based on 
deep learning is to form a lower level feature to form a 
more abstract feature way to recommend, the purpose is 
to find out the effective representation of user and item 
data. In view of the sparse data and traditional recom-
mendation, it is impossible to learn deep nonlinear interac-
tive information. Based on deep learning, this paper fuses 
the auxiliary information of users and items to extract the 
latent feature vectors of them, and combines the latent 
vectors of users and items. The connection is used as the 
input of the deep network, and then a deeper non-linear 

Table 4  Parameter settings Parameter ML-1 m

� 1 1 1 3 3 3.5 3

� 150 300 500 150 250 250 500

Fig. 9  Influence of parameter value
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learning is performed to obtain better performance. The 
experimental results show that the GANCF model can get 
better results on the two data sets than others, which fully 
shows that considering auxiliary information and apply-
ing it to deeper learning can improve the recommendation 
performance of the model. But sometimes the interests of 
users change with the passage of time, so in future work, 
we will consider using the time prediction mechanism to 
add time factors to the model for research. In addition, 
consider integrating more multi-source heterogeneous data 
to build user and item models.
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